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How We Chose Our Topic 
We chose our topic because we thought it was an excellent fit to the theme, breaking 

barriers. The regiment named “The Night Witches” was an all female group that broke the 
barriers of the gender stereotypes that were existing in World War II. They were part of the 
588th night bomber aviation regiment led by Marina Raskova. We found many individual stories 
of some of the women and we each chose ones that were more and less famous and enjoyed their 
stories. The story of the night witches was astonishing considering they were the first women in 
the world to fly as pilots in combat. It’s also baffling  that many people have never heard of 
them. 

 
How We Conducted Our Research 

Once we heard about this topic we looked into it a little more and were immediately 
hooked and wanted to learn more. We first began looking through the internet and found much 
more than previously expected with many websites to choose from. We ordered several very 
helpful books and read them. Women in Air War, gave personal memoirs of some of the Night 
Witches. Tonight We Fly gave individual stories and overall analysis of the regiment. We were 
able to come upon some videos that consisted of Night Witches telling the story of their 
regiment; how it came to be, missions and their time serving in the war, and some of their life 
after. Eventually, we began to find more primary sources in the form of newspaper articles and a 
radio announcement. 
 
Why We Selected a Performance and How We Created Our Project 

We chose a performance because we love to act and believed we could portray the story 
of the Night Witches better in a play than in any of the other options. We believe it is extremely 
important to incorporate the individual stories of Night Witches to better understand what these 
ladies went through. We chose some of the more famous ones, such as Marina Raskova and 
Nadia Popova, and some lesser famous ones such as Irina Sebrova and Larissa Rasanova. Marina 
Raskova was the founder of these female regiments, but beforehand she broke flying records. 
Stalin himself was fond of her, therefore he granted her permission to start the regiments. Nadia 
was one of the most famous, she was major of the 588th regiment. Irina Sebrova happened to be 
the oldest recruit at age 27, most of the women were in their late teens. 

 
How Our Topic Relates to the NHD Theme 

Our topic relates to the theme because the Night Witches broke gender barriers in the 
military by proving that women could be skilled combat pilots and support staff. They were even 
feared by Nazis because of how ruthless a group of women could be. These women bombed 
them all night for years, despite the weather and enemy fire, showing that women could help 
defend their country. These females were formidable and broke barriers in war and their own 
lives. 
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In this photo, there are two women in their mid-twenties standing next to a propeller of one of 
their planes from a mission. From the thick, heavy clothing they are wearing, it is probably 
winter. The women are in fancy attire. 
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A radio broadcast was issued to the Soviets about Hitler’s armies invading Russia. We used this 
announcement in our performance to show the women’s fear about the invasion and what’s next 
to come in their lives. He had been planning to attack for months before Operation Barbarossa 
was set into place. Many women were students in universities when volunteering for the 
regiments. Some were even studying to become geographers, physicians, chemists, and 
mathematicians. Women flew an average of 110- 848 combat missions in their time during the 
war. After the evacuation of Moscow, the women were sent to Engels for training camp. Goods in 
wagons and the journey took seven days and nights to get to Engels. Men’s old training uniforms 
were passed down to the women newcomers. All were very oversized and boots were size 42 
(10). 

Bresky, Gunilla. “Night Witches (02).” Youtube, 27 Feb. 2017, Accessed 2020.  

Since some women entered the war primarily to defend their motherland, they got to the regiment 
and knew very little about the air force. Training began in October and they studied for several 
months and then had to pass exams. Staffs had chiefs, and training went from February until May. 
In some of the early missions, Marina Raskova accompanied women to the front line. 

Bresky, Gunilla. “Night Witches (03).” Youtube, 27 Feb. 2013, Accessed 2020.  

On especially dark or foggy nights, pilots released a flare so they could easily see if they were in 
the correct spot to release the bomb. Planes had to keep steady so the navigator could aim 
properly and directly to the target. Searchlights were deemed as "lethal" because they blinded 
pilots. The women (unlike men) didn't smoke, so their missions went more smoothly, went faster, 
and became more efficient. Some men nicknamed them the “skirts regiment.” While flying back 
from missions, the navigator would sometimes take over while the pilot could rest, and once they 
approached the airfield, the pilot would once again take over. 

 



Bresky, Gunilla. “Night Witches (04).” Youtube, 27 Feb. 2013, Accessed 2020.  

On a good night, 8 to 10 missions could be flown. After every mission, the plane had to be 
refueled and reloaded. Three women had to carry a bomb at a time, as they weighed around 100 
kilos. The number of missions flown per night depended on the weather, and seasons. In the 
summer, 5-8 missions could be flown, whereas in the winter, 8-10 missions could be flown. 
Sometimes, aircrafts caught fire and fell like a “flaming torch.” Missions were done without 
parachutes, as they were too heavy for the plane. 

Bresky, Gunilla. “Night Witches (05).” Youtube, 27 Feb. 2013, Accessed 2020.  

The women still wanted to remain feminine, so sometimes they took kittens with them on flights. 
After the women had finally had the respect of the men they were called “sisters.” The infantry 
called them “heavenly beings.” The Germans learned of the regiments from the surrounding 
occupied villages. On cloudy nights, the women navigated exclusively by the terrain. Most 
navigators knew the maps by heart. 

Bresky, Gunilla. “Night Witches (06).” Youtube, 27 Feb. 2013, Accessed 2020.  

On April 11, Kerch was liberated. After the liberation of some countries, others helped in the 
liberation of others. They liberated Belarus, Poland, and took part in the liberation of Germany. 
The last Night Witch flight mission was on May 4, 1945, 60 km from Berlin. The regiments 
agreed to meet May 2 and November 8, of every year. Most say that the war was the most 
important time in their lives. Not only did they learn valuable life lessons and skills, but some 
women also met their husbands during that time and started their families afterward. Some pilots 
still have dreams about their time in the war. 

GrundHouser, Eric. “Flight of the Night Witches: WWII's All Female Fighting Force .” Flight of the 
Night Witches: WWII's All Female Fighting Force , Atlas Obscura, 18 June 2015,  

In this photo, there are stamps of some of the Night Witches. All of them are labeled with Peret 
Moscow, in Polish. They are all standing in front of a plane in an open field. They are dressed in 
flying gear of pilot suits, hats, and goggles and smiling. 

Holland, Brynn. “Meet the Night Witches, the Daring Female Pilots Who Bombed the Nazis by Night.” 
Meet the Night Witches, the Daring Female Pilots Who Bombed the Nazis by Night, History, 7 June 2019,  

This is a photo of one of the mission planes the women took while secretly bombing the Nazis in 
the night. It has a foreign word painted or printed on the right side of the plane. It is a biplane and 
the photo was taken while two women were in the plane. They are above an open field. 

 

 



Ruiz, Gisely. “The All- Female WWII Squadron That Terrified the Nazis.” The All- Female WWII 
Squadron That Terrified the Nazis, Ati, 17 Mar. 2019. 

In this photo, there are six women dressed in fancy attire with medals and badges. They are 
standing in front of some trees. These women look as if they are in their mid- thirties. 

“Ship Named After Russian Girl Pilot Launched Today.” The Troy Records, 22 June 1943, p. 13. 
Newspaper Archives.  

This newspaper article came out on Tribute to Russia Day on June 22, 1943. Marina Raskova had 
passed away in battle that previous January. A ship was being launched in her memory. Around 
the country and even into the United States, people were mourning her death. Before she died, she 
was awarded with Hero of the Soviet Union, and twice with the Order of Lenin.  

Westmaas, Reuben. “Some of the Night Witches Celebrating a Mission.” The Night Witches Were 
Russian Women Who Silently Bombed the Nazis by Night, Curiosity, 26 Oct. 2017.  

This photo was taken of four women all in their uniforms of hats, goggles, and pilot suits. They 
are standing in an open field in front of one of their planes. In their hands is a journal or a leather 
covered book, and it seems as if they are celebrating.  
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“12 Jan 1998, Page 2 - The Tennessean at Newspapers.com.” Newspapers.com, 12 Jan. 1998,  

"If we don't preserve our history, we'll forget where we come from." One of the night witches 
gave a man her journal. He thought it was strange that she so kindly passed it on to him instead of 
one of her granddaughters. At the end of the war, Joseph Stalin gave each of the Night Witches a 
leather-bound journal. Most women cherished their journals, and many passed them down as 
heirlooms. 

Adams, Dave. “Night Witches: The Fierce, All-Female Soviet Pilots of WWII.” Explore the Archive, 28 
Aug. 2018.  

The Po-2 airplanes that the women used were mainly used for training exercises and crop dusting. 
They carried no parachute, guns, or radios. They needed to fly low to the ground at slow speeds, 
so slow that they could hide behind hedgerows. In the winter most women got frostbite while 
flying. 
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On May 27, 1942 the regiment consisting of 115 women arrived at the front. Their first mission 
was fought on June 12. The planes only traveled at a rate of 75 miles per hour. The only weapons 
allowed were handguns until 1944 when machine guns were allowed. Names of fallen soldiers 
were written on the front of the bombs. 
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Capstone Imprint, 2018.  

This book told us about how the Soviet Unit was the world's first nation to let women fly combat 
missions. Germany called these brave women “Stalin's Falcons,” while the Soviets preferred to 
call these women “Heroes of the Soviet Union.” Marina Raskova won the highest medal in USSR 
before crashing her plane and surviving for ten days. After bombing missions, planes were often 
returned riddled with bullets. Nadia Popova was another inspirational member of the Night 
Witches. She won three awards for her brilliant acts of bravery. After the war, she began to train 
new pilots before she died on July 7, 2013. 
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It was the height of WWll, and two pilots were flying their plywood biplanes, when confronted 
by a group of 42 Germans. They ducked and dived to avoid enemy fire. The planes were light, 
slow and obsolete. They could maneuver their planes with much more agility than the Germans. 
The women were loathed and feared. Any German pilot who downed a "witch" automatically 
received an Iron Cross. 
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Front of World War II, by Kazimiera Janina. Cottam, Focus Publishing, 1998, pp. 124–171.  

One day after a long mission, Galya was exhausted, and lay down in the field and fell asleep. A 
refueling truck soon came along and ran over Galya, damaging her spine. She didn't let this affect 
her and was back in training, 6 months after the injury, 6 months before her appointed date. She 
was awarded with the Order of the Red Star, and the Order of Patriotic War II Class. 

 

 

 

 



Grantt, Marlene. “Night Witch: A Hero of the Soviet Union.” The Rock Island Argus, 21 Mar. 2015, p. 4. 
Newspaper Archives.  

Nadia Popova always said in her interviews that she joined the bomber group for her outstanding 
patriotism and revenge for her brothers death prior to her interviews. The Night Bomber regiment 
consisted of a lot of women who didn't know how to fly, but there were also some female fliers 
from the Civil Airways and their clubs. Nadia could hear pieces of shrapnel tearing through the 
wings on a mission when the anti-aircraft fire was intense. On August 2, 1942, Nadia Popova was 
reported missing. Her plane was thought to have been seen spiraling down to the ground engulfed 
in flames. She survived, and while walking back to her camp, she met a Soviet man. They kept in 
contact throughout the war and married after the war was over. 
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Even though the situation was desperate and running low on soldiers, many of the senior 
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The German soldiers were terrified of the Night Witches. June 1941, the Axis powers raided 
the Soviet Union using the largest invading source in the history of warfare. Operation 
Barbarossa was one of the most awful, horrific, and violent military actions in WWll. Colonel 
Marina Raskova, who was known as the “Russian Amelia Earhart,” began receiving letters 
from women wanting to be involved in the war. Raskova found ways to involve more women 
and was very successful. This led to the eligibility of women to the draft, and the military 
making all-female units. In October of 1941, Josef Stalin ordered Raskova to put together 
three all-female air squads. The only one that was entirely female was the 588th Regiment. 
Starting on June 8, 1942, the Night Witches would persistently carry out attacks on the Nazis 
with overnight bombing sessions throughout the rest of the war. These obsolete biplanes could 
carry six bombs at a time, but with a certain weight limits, these women could not carry 
parachutes and had to fly at lower altitudes. Because of their vulnerability, three planes took 
off at the same time, two took the attention of the searchlights, while the third would drop the 
bombs. Rumors began to spread that the Night Witches were receiving pills to enhance their 
night vision. By the end of the war, the Night Witches had flown 30,000 bombing raids, 
delivering 23,000 tons of munitions to the Nazis. Many were awarded the Hero of the Soviet 
Union. 
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bombers. The goal of the pilots was to distract the Germans as much as possible. Making them 
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The pilots first mission was June, 1942. There was a three plane raid on the German division 
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Marina Raskova became a pilot-navigator purely by accident. She had hopes of becoming an 
opera singer. In 1931, after the birth of her daughter, she became a draftswoman in the Aero 
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death in 1943, she was awarded the Order of Patriotic War I Class. 
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The winter of 1942 was brutal. Temperatures dropped to -54 degrees. The planes themselves got 
so cold they ripped the bare skin off of anyone who touched them. The 588th night bomber 
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